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ACTS AMENDMENT (CARBON RIGHTS AND TREE PLANTATION AGREEMENTS) BILL 2002 
Second Reading- Cognate Debate 

Resumed from an earlier stage of the sitting. 

HON ROBYN McSWEENEY (South West) [5.14 pm]:  In the early stages of establishing plantations in 
Western Australia, there were concerns about the right to harvest and the possibility that plantations would 
become so environmentally valuable that some in the community would not want them harvested.  I believe that 
in some States, the radical greens have gone onto private property and tried to stop plantations from being 
harvested.  Because I am extremely concerned about the right to harvest, I will ask the minister a few questions.  
The Acts Amendment (Carbon Rights and Tree Plantation Agreements) Bill seeks to insert a new section 4A in 
the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945.  Is a soil conservation notice as defined in section 31 of the Soil and 
Land Conservation Act, which covers sections 32(1), 35 and 39 of that Act, the same notice as in proposed 
section 4A(2), which states that a regulation or notice is of no effect to the extent to which it purports to prevent 
the harvest for a commercial purpose of a product of a tree in a plantation if the harvest is being done or is 
intended to be done in accordance with a code of practice that applies at the time the harvest is being done or is 
intended to be done?  I imagine that the notice is the same, but I would like it clarified.   

Hon Kim Chance:  Can you give me the first part of the question again?  You asked whether it is the same.   

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  Proposed section 4A, which is to be inserted, states that regulations and soil 
conservation notices do not apply to prevent commercial harvest of plantation products.  It provides definitions 
of “code of practice”, “commercial purpose” and “notice”.  Proposed subsection (2) states that a regulation or 
notice is of no effect to the extent to which it purports to prevent the harvest.  Does that seal it tight?  Will this 
provision override everything else?  Is the right to harvest firm and secure in this State?   

Hon Kim Chance:  Yes; it is secure, provided that the actions taken are within the context of the code of practice.   

Hon Peter Foss:  Of what practice?   

Hon Kim Chance:  The code of practice as provided for in the legislation.   

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  I just wanted it clarified, because section 32 refers to the destruction and cutting 
down of trees.  

Hon Kim Chance:  It is a very important point.   

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  It is an important point, given that plantations take a long time to grow and 
Governments change.  Sometimes one hopes that the Greens (WA) will not get a large say.  That brings me to 
my next question about environmental harm.  Environmental harm is defined in the Environmental Protection 
Amendment Bill, but I want to ensure that this right to harvest will be sealed tight and that the Environmental 
Protection Amendment Bill will not override that right.  The definition of environmental harm in the 
Environmental Protection Amendment Bill states -  

“environmental harm” means direct or indirect -  

(a) harm to the environment involving removal or destruction of, or damage to -  

(i) native vegetation; or  

(ii) the habitat of native vegetation or indigenous aquatic or terrestrial animals;  

(b) alteration of the environment to its detriment or degradation or potential detriment or 
degradation;  

I know that the first paragraph does not relate to plantations, but certainly the second paragraph does.  That is 
open to misunderstanding when it comes to cutting down plantations, and it goes on from there.  Can the 
minister assure me that the alteration of an environment of a prescribed kind will not impinge on the right to 
harvest?  During debate on the Environmental Protection Amendment Bill, I gave the example of a farmer who 
wanted to clear 500 hectares to put in a plantation.  It was not salt-affected land at that stage and he was knocked 
back.  Can that farmer now apply to put in his plantation, given that this Government has said that the financial 
return from carbon rights is also expected to promote revegetation, especially in agricultural areas, and thereby 
promote sustainable land management options such as biodiversity plantings, fauna corridors and the 
revegetation of salt land?  These land management practices would lead to greater protection of Western 
Australia’s biodiversity values.  Will people whose land clearing applications have been rejected be allowed to 
apply, given this new-found philosophy?  If they cannot clear their land, they will not be eligible for carbon 
credits.  It would be rather silly if farmers could not clear to establish plantations when their land was not salt 
affected.  
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Hon Kim Chance:  That would depend on the protocols established under a carbon rights trading arrangement.  
This legislation will allow the establishment of a legal right.  It does not specifically provide for the trading 
protocols.  However, hypothetically, I suggest that it would be very difficult to be able to claim carbon credits 
from a plantation that was established as a result of the clearing of native vegetation.  Indeed, I imagine the 
protocols would normally exclude that from the process and would apply to the establishment of plantations on 
farmland.   

Hon Peter Foss:  Native vegetation clearing on farmland was originally allowed.   

Hon Kim Chance:  Yes, but there is the 1990 key base year.  Its 1990 baseline established under the - 

Hon Peter Foss:  That was cleared after 1990.  

Hon Kim Chance:  If it was cleared after 1990 - 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  Which this was. 

Hon Kim Chance:  It would be a problem.  It had to be cleared before 1990. 

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  Does that apply even though they have been told they cannot - 

Hon Kim Chance:  It had to be cleared before 1990.   

The PRESIDENT:  Order!  I am sure for the sake of recording this it may be better if the minister had the benefit 
of a microphone when he formally responds at the end of the second reading debate.   

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  Thank you, Mr President.  Sharefarming agreements allow harvesting.  The 
amendments to the Transfer of Land Act relate to administrative procedures to allow the recognition of dealing 
with carbon covenants and agreements on titles that reflect carbon rights as well as procedures relating to carbon 
rights themselves.  The Transfer of Land Act amendments also relate to administrative procedures for the 
registration of tree plantation agreements, plus all subsequent dealings.  

The Opposition is happy to support these three Bills.  The potential for landowners to establish ways of using 
their land for their own economic benefit while protecting and enhancing environmental values is becoming 
more obvious.  With the present dollar value of contained carbon dioxide at $25 per tonne in New South Wales, 
the economic value is obvious.  The Department of Conservation and Land Management estimates that 600 000 
hectares of maritime pine planted in the medium rainfall zone over the next 30 years could sequester as much as 
180 million tonnes of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere.  The maths professor next to me could probably tell 
me in two seconds how much that would amount to.  

Hon Kim Chance:  Lots. 

Hon Alan Cadby:  I would love to but I don’t have a microphone!  

Hon ROBYN McSWEENEY:  For the sake of the farmers and given that my questions have been answered, the 
Opposition supports the three Bills.  

HON ROBIN CHAPPLE (Mining and Pastoral) [5.23 pm]:  Both Hon Christine Sharp and I will speak on this 
Bill.  The Carbon Rights Bill needs considerably more scrutiny.  Questions need answering on how the Bill will 
be implemented and over what land systems.  For example, the Bill deals with the rights of landholders.  It will 
be interesting to learn who will be the recipient of any economic return when certain areas of crown land are 
reaforrested.  Will it be the Government?  If so, in what fashion?  We know that the carbon associated with 
existing vegetation will have a right but not necessarily an economic right.  In some of the discussions we had 
with the advisers, it was apparent that there is some difference of opinion among them about how these aspects 
might be identified.  

It is not clear who will have the right for any revegetation that might take place on pastoral property.  Given the 
nature of the lease, would the carbon right that resulted from rehabilitation belong to the Government as the 
landholder, or would it belong to the pastoralist who had done all the hard work to ensure that sequestered area 
was to remain viable?  If the Government were to provide for sequestration on pastoral leases, would 
compensation be subsequently paid to the pastoralist for loss of land use?  The Greens believe that many aspects 
of the carbon legislation need a great deal of scrutiny by a committee.  It is less than clear how some of these 
issues will be dealt with.  

The legislation seeks to develop the ability to trade in carbon.  Although this legislation might be passed - the 
Greens support the notion of trading in carbon - it is not a panacea in any way, shape or form.  Although the 
legislation might be passed and the Government might receive a great deal of credit for the way it deals with 
carbon related impacts, there is little likelihood that any of this will ever come to any fruition because no trading 
forum exists until the State Government supports the Kyoto Protocol and the federal Government signs off on it.  
The legislation will sit on the drawing board until then.   
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We should be aware that even the Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction, which is the British climate science 
department that deals with these areas, has raised many questions about the ability for plantations and these 
issues to reduce climate change.  There is some concern that some of our soils are becoming nutrient poor and 
therefore the ability to develop carbon sinks through reforestation will be fairly limited because we will be 
relying on the nutrient value of the soils in which we are seeking to plant.  As I have said, most of these soils 
have become quite deficient over time.  Therefore, if we are to plant, we will need large amounts of fertiliser.  
That fertiliser will come basically from the petroleum industry.  Therefore, it is a bit of a catch-22 situation.   
Hon Murray Criddle:  Do you have a solution to that?   
Hon ROBIN CHAPPLE:  No.  I have made the point that we need to try to reforest.  I am not detracting from 
that.  However, there is some scientific evidence to indicate that the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
and others are now saying that reforestation is not the panacea that it was thought to be.  I do not have an 
argument for that.  However, at some level we need to establish that we should stop land clearing, because most 
of the nutrients attached to native vegetation and trees are contained within the leaf litter, and that is a system 
that is continuous or cyclical.  We need to do far more work with the land when we carry out reforestation.   

There have been a number of reports into how much carbon can be sequestered.  The Government first proposed 
this notion in a lovely glossy brochure entitled “Carbon Rights in Western Australia”.  That document was 
printed on virgin paper; there was no recycling or anything similar.  The Government indicated in that document 
that this proposal would be the great saviour of carbon.  As we have heard previously in this place, it has been 
estimated that the impact of some of the projects that are currently on the table will be such that by 2010 our 
carbon will be around 210 per cent of our 1990 figures.  Therefore, the carbon rights associated with this 
legislation will be very limited.  It is interesting to note that the IPCC has said that we need to reduce carbon by 
between 60 and 70 per cent.  When I refer to carbon, I refer to carbon emissions, but we need to realise that this 
carbon has been stored in the planet for millions of years and through the process of the industrial revolution and 
the use of fossil fuels we have released this carbon into the atmosphere.  We are now experiencing an 
exponential rise in related impacts.  There is a lead time of about 30 years, so the impacts that we are 
experiencing now were generated some 30 years ago.  The industry has identified in many of its papers that 
carbon impacts are exponential and increase twofold each year; therefore, if we are experiencing impacts now of 
a rise in temperature of half a degree and certain sea level rises, what will we be experiencing in 30 years if we 
make no dramatic changes to our current philosophy of dig it up and use it? 

The other issue that needs to be addressed is what we will need to do to manage current developments if we are 
to use sequestration alone.  There are a number of guidelines on how to abate the amount of CO2 by the number 
of trees planted.  One of the major projects in the north west of this State, the Mineralogy Pty Ltd project, will 
produce about 4.5 million tonnes of CO2 per annum.  That will probably require that trees be planted just to deal 
with those emissions not once but each year for the life of that project, which is patently not feasible.  I am a bit 
critical of the Government for hanging its whole greenhouse abatement strategy on this proposal.  It is a good 
strategy and one in which we should be involved, but it is not a panacea.  It is an adjunct to far more direct action 
that we need to be taking.  As I have said, the IPCC and Klaus Toppfer from the United Nations are now saying 
that we need to reduce our carbon emissions by between 60 and 70 per cent to get back from the brink of what 
they regard as the future that we face.  These are not greens or ferals or whatever the other side might like to 
think they are.  These are eminent people from around the world who have put their scientific minds to these 
issues.   

Although we will support the legislation, it needs to be given greater scrutiny through a committee, because I am 
very unsure as to who will get the credits at various stages and how they can be administered properly.  The 
other issue is that all this legislation does is establish a trading regime.  There is no regulation or determination 
of what an individual who is planting trees may or may not get, and there is no distinction or evaluation of how a 
proponent can trade.  It is up to the individual to enter into negotiation with a corporation and establish the value 
of his or her reforestation.  I am afraid that if we go down that path without any regulatory framework - and 
nothing in this legislation provides for such a framework - we will put be putting in place a policy for the future 
under which trading will be allowed.  That needs to be looked at further with regard to the government return for 
vacant crown land, and with regard to how pastoralists and farmers may deal with leased land.  Therefore, we 
should consider this legislation not as a panacea but as a valuable adjunct.  It is not the be-all and end-all.  I am 
afraid the Government will trot this out and say it has fixed up all the carbon related problems in Western 
Australia; it will plant trees.  Most of the information that is now coming from many of the global authorities on 
this matter is that this is a very limited and naive viewpoint.   
HON MURRAY CRIDDLE (Agricultural) [5.38 pm]:  I will support the Carbon Rights Bill 2002 on behalf of 
the National Party.  I believe it will aid in the reduction of greenhouse gases.  There is no doubt that carbon 
credits and the reduction of carbon dioxide will be of great benefit.  I think this Bill began when we were in 
government and this is just an extension of that legislation, so there certainly has been some cross-party 
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agreement on it.  I certainly am of the view that the planting of trees is a great benefit.  We plant trees on our 
property on quite a reasonable scale.  It is a very expensive exercise when we come to fence in the trees and so 
forth, but it is certainly of benefit.  Hon Robin Chapple talked about trading into the future.  This Bill is about 
putting in place a template so that these things can happen into the future.  It takes a long time for trees to 
become established.  There will be some real benefits in the long term for individual farmers if there is the 
potential for agreement into the future.   
I notice in the latest paper released by the Department of Local Government and Regional Development that 
there are something like 200 000 square kilometres of land in our agricultural region.  Obviously, there would be 
an opportunity for a reasonable percentage of that to be used for the growth of trees.  With the opportunity to sell 
all these carbon credits, I believe there will be an increase in commercial forests.  As I have said, certainly a lot 
of areas are available.  Tree crops will also assist in the reduction of the water and salinity problems and wind 
erosion.  One can talk about animals.  Unfortunately, of course, when trees are grown in my area, one of the big 
downsides is that we then have the task of reducing the rabbit population.  However, the trees are of benefit to 
native animals and birds.   

The other day I visited Katanning to look at the oil mallee plant.  I understand that something like $15 a tonne 
will be paid at the gate for the product that goes into that facility and about $30 a tonne for the product that 
comes out of the forest.  I thought there was real potential to take the product that was not used in the forestry 
industry and to put it through that plant.  It sounded pretty reasonable to me, with the ash - or charcoal, as some 
people call it - used as fertiliser and the carbon used in other areas.  Of course, power would also be taken off, 
and that would be at a very low figure.  There is real potential there.  However, we would need to make sure that 
the input product was available at a reasonable rate to make that project viable.  I know that the proponents are 
looking for another million dollars to get the project moving along.  About $8 million has been expended 
already, and another $1 million is needed to get it going.  That is one project that needs encouragement. 
With this comes a number of other issues that need to be attended to, not the least of which is that if we start 
shifting our forest products around the State, there will be some pressure on our road system.  However, that can 
only lead to a good result.  I was involved with the woodchip industry at the port of Albany when I was a 
minister, and also the rail infrastructure at Mirambeena.  That is a great project.  As these projects and the tree 
farms come on board, employment opportunities will be generated for all of us, including our younger folk.  I 
can see some real benefits in this legislation.  We need to look at it positively.  If we do not have immediate 
access to the agreements, that will be a downside.  However, with negotiations into the future, that may happen 
sooner rather than later.   
I raise another issue.  Page 11 of the Bill refers to the fact that the Governor may make regulations.  It would be 
interesting to know what those regulations will entail.  I ask the minister what the situation is with the 
regulations.  I am interested in knowing when they will be gazetted and put in place, and what form they will 
take.  I notice that the penalties will not exceed $5 000.  Perhaps the minister could outline what the penalty will 
be for and what issues would invoke a penalty of that magnitude.  If that information is available to the minister, 
perhaps he could provide it to the House.   
In general, I believe that this legislation will provide real opportunities.  It will encourage people to reforest 
some areas.  In the agricultural region, we would be looking at maritime pines and the like.  The oil mallee 
industry is exciting from my point of view.  If those initiatives can be encouraged by the opportunity to sell 
carbon credits, it would be a real advantage.  I support the Bills.   
HON CHRISTINE SHARP (South West) [5.44 pm]:  I will make a few comments on the Tree Plantation 
Agreements Bill and the Acts Amendment (Carbon Rights and Tree Plantation Agreements) Bill.  Basically, I 
support the thrust of the Tree Plantation Agreements Bill.  It is very good to see the Bill going through the House 
finally, because the discussion about enacting, in a more formal way, what is currently known as a profit a 
prendre system for the plantation industry is a very positive step forward, which has been recognised as being 
necessary for at least a decade.  Therefore, after all these years of discussing the need for this type of enactment, 
I congratulate the minister for finally making it happen.   
It is obviously important to provide legal security in the establishment process, by external interests, on parcels 
of land when the ownership of the plantation is separated from the ownership of the land itself.  The way in 
which this Bill provides some recognition of that process is very good, not only for the issue of carbon trading 
but also for the development more generally of the plantation sector.  It should provide an important boost to the 
plantation industry.  In providing a boost to the plantation industry, it is also important that it will encourage, in 
particular, the development of plantations without requiring the transfer of land ownership to large companies.  
This is a very important point and goes to the heart of the provisions of the tree plantation Bill.  That is because 
there has clearly been a massive amount of public support and subsidisation of the plantation industry, 
particularly through tax enhancement over the past decade.  However, the net result of that form of public 
subsidisation through tax enhancement has resulted in a significant transfer of land ownership away from small 
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family farms and farmer owners to major companies.  I am not aware of the figures, but the ownership of many 
thousands of hectares in my electorate - probably well over 100 000 hectares - has been transferred through tax-
enhanced investment.  Essentially, family farms have been sold to companies that are owned by shareholders 
who live in the cities.  They are people such as accountants, dentists or other people who have so-called tax 
problems and who have been able to invest in farm forestry.   
The problem with all that, though, of course, is that when taxation policy is used to underpin farm forestry, a 
very blunt instrument is used, and the net result has been a massive transfer of land control to persons who do 
not have any real local interest in the land or in maintaining communities and so on.  This has led to some 
significant social impacts in areas such as Rocky Gully.  A significant area between Mt Barker and Manjimup in 
the Shire of Plantagenet has become tax-enhanced blue gum company owned land. 
One could say that it is not a bad thing that if family farms are no longer viable, they be bought by those who can 
afford them.  Of course, if one provides tax breaks for people to enter the plantation industry, those people must 
have a tax problem.  Most genuine family farmers do not have that tax problem.  Therefore, any incentive to 
enter the plantation sector dependent on tax breaks is singularly ineffective and unhelpful for people who need 
help and plant trees to maintain a viable income on their properties.  The Bill before us will go part of the way to 
redressing that situation.   

While on this theme of the transfer of land through tax enhancement for investment in plantations, we witnessed 
the very prominent collapse two years ago of the Australian Plantation Timber company.  The shake-up 
following that collapse led to those plantations being managed by the Integrated Tree Cropping company, but the 
land itself was bought by Zurich Capital Holdings Inc, which is one of the major investment companies for 
European money.  As a result of the collapse of APT, approximately 50 000 hectares of south west land was 
effectively transferred to the ownership of Zurich Capital Holdings.  This was an unfortunate spin-off from the 
focus on tax enhancement in the plantation sector. 

An extreme overplanting of low value trees has taken place.  I saw an estimate last year in a study by the 
University of Melbourne indicating that the tax enhancement benefit for investment in blue gum companies had 
been so great that many blue gums have been planted in Australia without any real market; therefore, within two 
or three years, as those plantations grow to maturity - given that it takes only 10 years - we will have enough 
blue gums in Australia, mainly in the south west of Western Australia and in Victoria, to supply 13 world-class 
pulp mills.  That is the scale of investment and land transfer we have encouraged through the tax-enhanced 
system.  Therefore, I am keen to support the provisions of the Bill before us this evening.  Anything that can help 
family farmers and landowners who live on their properties to work in commercial cooperation with farm 
forestry companies must be a very significant improvement on the characteristics witnessed in the plantation 
sector in the past decade.  I hope, Mr President, in the next decade the plantations industry will come of age, and 
we will develop a far more sophisticated version of farm forestry.  Essentially, industrial-type forestry has been 
put onto farm land, rather than adopting a genuinely integrated system of farm forestry; that is, integrating 
plantations with real, working farms with other forms of cropping and livestock management as a genuine means 
of enhancing income for farmers and landowners who live on the land and are part of the community.  This 
would provide significant regional benefits. 
Hon Barry House:  Do you view those crops as agricultural crops or do you have other perceptions? 
Hon CHRISTINE SHARP:  I do not know whether there is a simple answer.  Does the member ask whether they 
should be harvested as a crop? 
Hon Barry House:  Yes. 
Hon CHRISTINE SHARP:  Yes.  Does the member ask whether I think trees should be harvested as an 
agricultural crop and whether I think it is good to cut them down? 
Hon Barry House:  Yes. 
Hon CHRISTINE SHARP:  Indeed, I do.  It is very important that we remember the blatantly obvious; namely, 
that trees are a renewable resource.  Clearly, the plantation industry is about cutting down trees.  If the member is 
interested, I had a conversation this afternoon with some members of the green movement.  I explained to them 
why I stand for cutting down trees.  They said, “My goodness!  Is there a microphone in this room?  You said 
you stand for cutting down trees!”  I said that of course I stand for cutting down trees; they are a renewable 
resource.  It is a matter of which trees we cut down, how many trees we cut down, who owns the trees we cut 
down, who gets the benefit and what might be living in the tree etc.  I am very proud of the fact that I have 
planted and cut down trees for many years.  I absolutely stand for cutting down trees and a plantation industry.  
However, that does not mean that I stand for cutting down native forest with high-conservation value.  That is a 
very different matter.  Those are very particular trees, which no-one planted and which are there for the benefit 
of us all. 
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Without going down the entire native forest and logging argument, I absolutely reinforce that trees must be part 
of a sustainable agricultural system.  For that to be the case, they can be used in two ways.  First, plant them in 
such a way that they are designed to become a permanent part of the landscape and not to be cut down.  Second, 
they can be planted across the landscape in a different design to be harvested to improve one’s income and to 
bring about all their short-term benefits. 
Hon Bruce Donaldson:  Is that why they have nicknamed you “Chainsaw Chrissy”? 
The PRESIDENT:  Order!  On that point, I draw members attention to the time. 

Sitting suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm  
Hon CHRISTINE SHARP:  While thinking about things over dinner, I became a little concerned that I might 
have misled the House before dinner.  Therefore, I had better put the record straight about “Chainsaw Chrissie” 
as Hon Bruce Donaldson dubbed me.  It is true that I have planted many trees, but I have actually been on the 
operating end of a chainsaw and cut down only one tree.  It is a pathetic record for someone who stands here and 
talks about supporting the cutting down of trees.  I cut down a stump during the state election to make the point 
that, unfortunately, life is not as black and white as some people would like to cast it.  I did it also to make the 
point that people who do not understand the importance of the role of cutting down trees are either completely 
ignorant about the absolutely vital role of using trees as a renewable resource for sustainable land management, 
or they are hypocrites.   

I listened to a classic example of that hypocrisy some years ago.  After spending some time in a fairly prominent 
role as a forest conservationist, I was appointed to a government advisory committee and rubbed shoulders with 
people, the likes of whom I had not met in my previous activities.  I found myself being introduced to the 
manager of one of Alcoa’s refineries, although I did not know that at the time.  We were engaging in polite 
chitchat over a glass of wine when the manager asked me what I was doing now that I had changed my lifestyle 
from being a forest activist.  I explained to him that I was growing trees for a living.  I then asked him what he 
was doing with himself.  He assured me that he felt really bad about cutting down trees and that he suffered 
greatly over the issue.  He told me that he had recently cut down a tree in his garden, which caused him 
significant pain and suffering; his daughters were aghast and so on.  He raved to me about how sensitive he was 
about cutting down any tree.  I cheerfully piped up in my naive way - which members would have noticed - that I 
think it is really good to cut down trees provided it is done with respect, that the person had planted the tree 
himself and that an ethical decision had been made that it was the best thing for the tree.  At the end of that 
conversation I discovered the gentleman’s role.  The sensitive tree lover revealed that he was the manager of an 
Alcoa refinery and was responsible for cutting down several thousand hectares of native forest every year.  I 
asked him how he lived with the discrepancy between his so-called ethic of protecting the trees and his current 
profession.  He said that he had two kids at boarding school and that the job paid the bills.  That is the kind of 
hypocrisy and ignorance people demonstrate over the issue of cutting down trees.  One of the wonderful things 
about trees is that they are a renewable resource.   
However, I digress; I could not resist it.  I now return to the Bills.  I have explained why I think the Tree 
Plantation Agreements Bill is very useful and why the Greens (WA) are very pleased to support it.  However, I 
raise two concerns.  Both of the concerns are directed at the Acts Amendment (Carbon Rights and Tree 
Plantation Agreements) Bill.  The Acts amendment Bill amends the Soil and Land Conservation Act to provide 
for security of harvest for commercial plantations harvested in accordance with an approved code of practice.  I 
support that and I support the right to harvest an investment plantation, which was the point of my earlier 
digression.   
However, I refer to an earlier stage in the process of establishing plantations; that is, the establishment phase 
itself.  I will look at what the code of practice, which will become the rulebook, says about that activity.  
Members must bear in mind that the Acts amendment Bill will remove the protection of the Soil and Land 
Conservation Act.  Today I received a copy of the current code of practice for timber plantations in Western 
Australia.  The Australian Forest Growers and the Department of Conservation and Land Management have 
adopted the code of practice.  I am concerned that the code of practice fails to spell out the need to protect stands 
of remnant vegetation on cleared agricultural land when plantations are being established.  Often a farm is 
designated as a plantation but it may have some small pockets of remaining native vegetation, which is 
considered to be of significant ecological value.  For example, it could be a riparian zone around a creek or a 
patch of old-growth trees that the original farmer left in the paddock.  Those remnants are often very old and take 
an enormous amount of time to replace.  They also perform a very significant role in maintaining the biodiversity 
of the habitat in the agricultural landscape.  I am sure that even the most conservative members in this place 
would want to ensure that we maintain the biodiversity of habitats in the agricultural landscape and will support 
my concerns.   
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The Acts amendment Bill will remove the protection of the Soil and Land Conservation Act and replace it with 
the code of practice for timber plantations.  The code of practice does not mention the protection of any remnant 
vegetation during the establishment of a plantation.  Indeed, to the contrary, it specifically mentions the areas of 
remnant vegetation that are being considered for clearing.  The Environmental Protection Amendment Bill, 
which provides for a system of clearing permits, will pass through this place and be enacted.  Will the minister 
provide the House with an assurance that where a patch of remnant vegetation survives in a sea of land that is to 
be cleared for a plantation, the plantation establishment process will require the landowner to seek a clearing 
permit?  A decision might be made under the Environmental Protection Act by the Chief Executive Officer of 
the Department of Environmental Protection to ensure that no valuable remnants are removed from the 
agricultural landscape during that process.  I am assuming that the Environmental Protection Amendment Bill 
provides the protection that we seek.  I would appreciate it if the minister could run through that point for the 
House.   
The second of my concerns relates to the Acts amendment Bill, which amends the stamp duty legislation.  The 
Acts amendment Bill will provide for an exemption from stamp duty for transactions under the tree plantation 
agreement Act and also under sharefarming agreements.  I am of a mind to oppose this provision of the Acts 
amendment Bill.  I do not understand what possible justification there could be for providing further 
subsidisation of the plantation sector given that the plantation sector in the south west region has already 
received something in the order of $200 million of tax moneys which have been forgone by the Australian 
Treasury to put it into the investment and establishment of blue gum plantations and all the allied problems that I 
touched on very briefly before the dinner suspension.  What is the justification for exemption from state taxes?  I 
understand that the State Government needs every dollar that it can raise through taxation given its difficulties 
because of its very narrow revenue base.  Could the minister provide to the House justification for this 
exemption?  Could he also provide some indication of the value of that exemption and how much money the 
State is forgoing in order to provide this exemption?   
I would like the minister to consider the irony that the exemption from stamp duty is exempted on a secondary 
transaction; that is to say, if people enter into a tree plantation agreement with a landowner to plant and own 
trees grown on their land, they will receive this exemption.  If however at a later date they sell on that interest to 
another company or even the landowner, that second or subsequent transaction is not exempt.  I would argue that 
if we are to provide an exemption anywhere, those fairly unusual secondary transactions are precisely the 
exemptions that the Government should be providing, because, quite simply, they will encourage longer rotation.  
They will encourage people to keep trees in the ground and not harvest them simply for the convenience of the 
imperatives of commercial operators.   

That is extremely important because unfortunately to date virtually the entire plantation strategy since the 
widespread planting of Tasmania blue gums has been to produce essentially what is known in forestry as a 
residue product; that is to say, a low-value commodity which is shipped overseas for value adding and which is 
reimported as a finished product in the form of paper.  That is not of great financial benefit to our region; in fact, 
it has been estimated that the process of exporting raw woodchips and subsequently reimporting paper costs the 
Australian nation approximately $2.3 billion annually. 

It is really important that we now start to consider a more sophisticated type of farm forestry; that is to say, one 
which is actually attempting to grow sawlogs, not woodchips or the residue from normal classic forestry 
production, but a quality sawlog.  That is where the need is.  Certainly that will become clearer and clearer with 
the diminishing resources available from our state forests.  The Government, to its credit, has introduced very 
recently a new sawlog program; that is, it is encouraging farmers to get involved with that kind of farm forestry 
on cleared land.  However, the reason the whole dynamic in the farm sector has been towards producing low-
value export woodchips is that growing trees for sawlogs takes a long time.  The classic ways of economic 
accounting mean that it is simply not considered to be profitable in many ways because the minimum period of 
rotation that is considered appropriate is 30 to 40 years for softwoods.  It has been traditionally considered that 
eucalypts cannot be cut down to produce a stable log in under 50 years, although a lot of work has been carried 
out to significantly reduce those rotations.  It will still be 25 or 30 years, which is not the kind of investment 
cycle that interests the kinds of operators who have set up blue gum companies.   

If we are to generally foster a real long-term approach to farm forestry, which will maximise the value of the end 
product and the value to the landowners and to our region, it is critical that we move to develop this new phase 
of farm forestry and encourage longer rotations.  I therefore ask the minister if he will consider that the provision 
for the exemption to the exemption on subsequent transactions that is currently in the Acts amendment Bill 
should be removed and that the protection of the State should be provided for those subsequent transactions, 
which is precisely where wise land management dictates that state subsidisation should be targeted.  I am sure 
that the minister will be able to provide some clarification on those points for us tonight. 
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HON KIM CHANCE (Agricultural - Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries) [7.48 pm]:  I thank all 
members for their support of, and their comments on, these three Bills.  It is very clear that members have been 
able to get their head around what is a quite novel concept.  This legislation may not be the first of its kind 
because other States, most notably Victoria, now have legislation of this type, but it is by far the most far-
reaching legislation of its kind. 

The history of the legislation is that New South Wales had a very thin piece of legislation, and I mean thin in 
both the legislative and the physical sense.  Essentially it was a redrafting of what had started life as a state 
agreement Act.  However, because it was the first jurisdiction in Australia with some kind of recognition of a 
carbon trading ability, New South Wales was able to attract plantation investment, which was then lost to other 
States.  Subsequently, as I said, Victoria enacted quite comprehensive legislation.  Even so, this suite of Bills is 
far more advanced than any other legislation.  Hon Robin Chapple made reference to one aspect of this 
legislation that is unique; that is, its capacity to be used as a means of accounting for carbon sequestration that 
occurs as a result of the rejuvenation of rangelands.  In that context, I understand this is the only legislation of its 
kind in the world that sets out to do that.   

I begin by acknowledging the contribution made by Hon Robyn McSweeney over some days.  Indeed, I had to 
go down to the old Chamber to find the notes in my drawer that I made on the first day of her speech.  Happily, I 
was able to do that.  In her earlier contribution, Hon Robyn McSweeney acknowledged the very wide range of 
benefits that accrue from the plantation infrastructure that will be developed subsequent to this legislation.  The 
capacity to hold down rising watertables and to minimise both wind and water erosion and the sequestration of 
the absorption of carbon from the atmosphere itself are very clear benefits.  Hon Robyn McSweeney also 
referred to the Department of Conservation and Land Management, and later the Forest Products Commission, 
sharefarming arrangements in a very positive sense.  Indeed, the sharefarming arrangements first pioneered in 
this State by CALM have been tremendously successful.  The best testament one can give to their success is that 
the arrangements that are currently in place in FPC’s new sharefarming project are almost identical to the 
original CALM sharefarming arrangements, so that is a great salutation to their success.   

Hon Robyn McSweeney also referred to one of the challenges facing tree farmers and the industry itself; that is, 
the capacity that the industry will have to extend into lower rainfall areas.  She referred in particular to the Oil 
Mallee Company of Australia Ltd and its recently concluded agreement with Kansai Electric Power Company on 
oil mallees.  It is very important to acknowledge what has been achieved in that regard and I certainly wish them 
well.  I note that Hon Murray Criddle also referred to another stage of that process in the industrial use of the oil 
mallee product.   

Hon Robyn McSweeney also raised a number of questions, which I will do my best to deal with now, but we 
might have to deal with them in more detail in the committee stage, which I do not intend to proceed to tonight.  
We will handle the committee stage sometime tomorrow.  In respect of the Acts Amendment (Carbon Rights and 
Tree Plantation Agreements) Bill and the insertion of proposed section 4A, the question, as I understand it, 
revolved around whether the code was all-inclusive.  Did the code have the kind of legal robustness that we will 
be looking for to be able to guarantee that people establishing plantations will be able to harvest those 
plantations 25, 30, 40 or 50 years hence?  Insofar as today’s law can provide, I believe the answer is yes.  
However, even if we were to provide cast-iron robustness about those rights, some future Government could 
always change the legislation to put that in place.  It is not possible, sadly, to give a total assurance that that will 
be the case.  It is the intention of this legislation, however, that the code of practice shall provide all of the legal 
robustness that can be potentially provided.  I do not think I can go further than that - I wish only that I could.  
That question then led to another: on the issue of environmental harm, does the Environmental Protection Act, as 
it is proposed to be amended, impact on harvesting?  The answer follows from my last answer.  No, it does not.  
That is determined within the code of practice, which I think has the robustness that is required.  The next 
question was a bit harder to deal with.  Can farmers get carbon credits on plantations established on land that is 
cleared for the establishment of those plantations?  The answer is no.  Unless the land was cleared prior to the 
marker year in the Kyoto Protocol - 1990 - that would not be possible.   

Hon Robyn McSweeney:  That is not quite what I asked.  I asked whether those people whose land was not 
cleared and whose requests for land clearing was knocked back could now clear their land, put plantations on it 
and earn money that way.   

Hon KIM CHANCE:  It is the same question, I am afraid, and it is the same answer - no.  Hon Robyn 
McSweeney also extensively covered the range of issues in all three Bills.  I have another answer, but it relates 
to another question, and I will get to it when I deal with Hon Christine Sharp’s questions.   

Hon Robin Chapple asked a question about the rangelands which I thought was extremely interesting.  He asked 
who owns the credits.  If a rangeland manager sets out to improve the sequestration capacity of land and 
sequestration outcomes and develops carbon credits, who actually owns them?  Is it the pastoral lessee or is it the 
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State through its landholding agency, which in this case is the Department of Land Administration?  The answer 
is that the State owns them.  A question should automatically follow: why would a pastoral lessee then put these 
management measures in place in order to get these sequestration outcomes if he will not benefit?  The only 
answer I can give to that is that it would be something that arose out of negotiations between the owner of the 
land - the State of Western Australia through DOLA - and the pastoral lessee.   

Hon Robin Chapple also made the point that it is important that we stop land clearing and that the carbon benefit 
from reafforestation through sequestration be limited.  I could probably argue all night about that, but I do not 
intend to do that.  We have heard members cite some figures during this debate about sequestration possibilities 
and they are very significant.  When we start building in those possibilities, which may also be achievable in 
lower rainfall areas, I think they will be quite spectacular.  Suffice to say, although the Government neither 
believes nor pretends that the answer to the greenhouse issue is through sequestration, nonetheless there is in 
Western Australia one of the biggest opportunities existing in the world to maximise the benefit of sequestration.  
Any other country with a land mass similar to that of Australia, or even Western Australia alone, which is 
capable of establishing plantations of such scale, would find it impossible simply because it is already populated 
or for other reasons.  Probably the only land masses that have remotely near the potential of that in Western 
Australia are parts of Africa, which are similarly underpopulated.  

We do not present sequestration or the outcomes of these three Bills in any way as a be-all and end-all solution.  
The Government’s response to greenhouse gas is under construction now.  Nonetheless, it is a profound and 
exhaustive response, which deals with emissions as well as balancing tools such as sequestration.  Sequestration 
obviously plays a part in it and this legislation does no more than facilitate the part that is played.  

Hon Murray Criddle also indicated his support for the legislation and the concept of more integration of trees 
and tree crops with agriculture.  Indeed, he displayed great enthusiasm for the concept.  He advised us of his visit 
to Katanning where he was able to observe some of the industrial outcomes, which he found very exciting.  Hon 
Murray Criddle referred to the regulations, which are provided for in clause 17 on page 11 of the Carbon Rights 
Bill.  He asked when they would be drafted, what form they would take and the purpose of the $5 000 fine.  The 
$5 000 fine is simply a sanction that a head of power can impose in that quantum.  The regulations are not drawn 
up.  I cannot say when they will be because at this stage no proposal is in place to begin drawing them up until a 
reporting regime is established around which the regulations can be built.  Some technical issues are also 
involved, which will need to be resolved in order to get the regulations thoroughly rounded out.  The regulations 
must deal with issues such as the application of satellite imagery and the means of ground truthing that satellite 
imagery.  All those matters will be dealt with in the regulations.  However, the architects of the legislation feel 
no particular need to draw them up at this stage.  

Hon Christine Sharp made a very incisive speech about the legislation.  I was pleased to note that - 

Hon Bruce Donaldson:  Very cutting!  

Hon KIM CHANCE:  Yes.  As incisive as one can be with a chainsaw!  She indicated that she supported the 
thrust of the Bill.  Perhaps more than any other speaker she highlighted the importance of providing legal 
security.  Although other speakers, particularly Hon Robyn McSweeney, asked specific questions relating to 
legal security, probably 40 per cent of this legislation is devoted to the question of legal security.  Hon Chrissy 
Sharp also pointed out that the legislation should provide an important boost to the plantation industry.  She is 
right although, again, it is not a be-all and end-all; it is simply a legislative tool to allow an industry to progress.  
Hon Chrissy Sharp raised a number of stamp duty issues.  Although I do not think I will be able to answer all her 
questions now, I will do my best.  We will deal with the Bill in the Committee of the Whole tomorrow, so I 
expect to be able to provide her with more accurate information then.  She pointed to the market-distorting effect 
of tax concessions, particularly in the plantation industry.  This is acknowledged.  However, the tree plantation 
industry is far from the only industry that has been distorted by the effect of tax concessions.  The wine industry, 
for example, is going through a similar process.  Every time we set out to manipulate a market through the use of 
any means, be it subsidy or tax concessions, an effect will be shown within the industry directly related to the 
distorting effect of that measure.  
One of the questions I will try to answer tomorrow is how much money is forgone in the proposed stamp duty 
exemption.  This legislation has been designed around the maxim that the exemption to stamp duty liability on 
behalf of the State, within this legislation, is designed to be done specifically once only and to not be repeated in 
further transactions involving transfers of the same asset.  If I understand her correctly, Hon Chrissy Sharp 
would prefer that there be no exemption but, if an exemption is to apply she would prefer that it apply to the 
subsequent transaction rather than the first transaction.  I understand the logic of her argument.  However, I must 
read a note that is in front of me.  It relates to the matter with which I have just dealt.  Hon Christine Sharp asked 
about the likely value of the proposed stamp duty exemption.  The Office of State Revenue has advised that it is 
unable to provide an estimate as no information is available to indicate how many people will take up the option.  
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I can understand that.  It would be possible to project a potential cost based on the assumption that everybody 
takes up the option.  Of course, not everybody will do so.  That will make it difficult to forecast.  Similar 
exemptions apply to the initial grant of a mining tenement and, for that matter, to the issue of a fishing or taxi 
licence.  It is the same principle.  That issue was dealt with in the second reading speech.  I look forward to 
dealing with that in a little more detail, although it looks as though it is unlikely I will be able to provide an 
accurate idea of the cost of the exemption.  
One of the other things I appreciated about Hon Chrissy Sharp’s speech was her indication that she saw the 
legislation as a way forward for family farms to enter the plantation industry.  She also made the assumption that 
this is somehow healthier than the operation of prospectus companies in the area.  Emotionally, I agree with her.  
Intellectually, I find it more difficult because it would be difficult for me, as the minister responsible for forests, 
to agree that the operations of prospectus companies in the plantation industry are altogether bad.  They are not.  
Prospectus companies have done a great deal of good.  We must think of prospectus companies in a light other 
than one of being influenced by the market-distorting impacts of tax concessions.  Large family farms are also 
influenced.  Prospectus companies are a way for mums and dads who live in the metropolitan area to have some 
personal contact with an industry that otherwise they might not have.  A prospectus company is a combination of 
many mums and dads who want to invest in agriculture but who cannot do so.  
Hon Christine Sharp:  Obviously, when the tax exemption comprises 100 per cent of the capital investment in a 
certain industry, as is the case with blue gum companies, we could say that they maximise the possible potential 
distortion because they are entirely creatures of that distortion.  We could argue that other types of activities, 
such as a family farm or a mining enterprise, have a solid background in that they already have substantial 
capital investment in them in their own right.  That is not the case with these tax prospectus companies.   
Hon KIM CHANCE:  I understand what Hon Chrissy Sharp is saying, but I think the industry is best served by 
having a mix of enterprise types.  I am more concerned in the forestry industry about geographical regions 
becoming monocultural than I am about some of these effects, although Hon Chrissy Sharp might want to tie 
some of these things together.   
Hon Chrissy Sharp also reaffirmed her view that forest management is a renewable industry and that plantations 
are a crop like any other and the expectation of harvesting a crop is a reasonable one.  I know Hon Chrissy Sharp 
wanted to get that on the record, so I thought I would repeat it for her.  I enjoyed Hon Chrissy Sharp’s story 
about her friend the Alcoa manager who loves trees but makes his living out of cutting them down and mining 
the ground underneath them.  Alcoa’s role is, of course, not just about forest removal and mining.  I am sure Hon 
Chrissy Sharp would be one of the first to want to recognise that Alcoa is among the world’s leaders in mine site 
rehabilitation and also has been extraordinarily generous in extending its research and development to other land 
managers in Western Australia.  I knew the member would want me to balance her remarks with that comment.   
Hon Chrissy Sharp also raised the effect of the removal of the Soil and Land Conservation Act and its 
replacement with a code of practice and asked whether, when the Environmental Protection Amendment Bill 
introduces a system of permits, a permit will be required to clear remnant vegetation prior to the establishment of 
a new plantation.  We need to be very clear about the picture, which I will try to describe.  The picture is of a 
largely cleared mass of farmland on which there are one or two patches - probably less than one hectare - of 
remnant forest.  The code of practice certainly seems to contemplate that such patches of remnant vegetation can 
be knocked down in order to establish the forest.  However, we need to remember that the draft code of practice 
that Hon Chrissy Sharp has and that is available to other members was written some time before the final details 
of the EP Amendment Bill were put together.  I do not think the draft code contemplated the EP Amendment 
Bill.  I think it contemplated only the amendments to the Soil and Land Conservation Act.  My view is that that 
draft will need to be changed to recognise the reality of the EP Amendment Bill.  However, we are talking about 
a Bill that is currently before the House, and I do not think it helps to speculate on it.  My feeling is that the 
effect of that Bill will make it rather more difficult to remove those patches of remnant vegetation, for the 
obvious reason that the Soil and Land Conservation Act does not apply if the patch of remnant vegetation is less 
than one hectare, whereas the EP Act does apply.  That is probably in itself reason enough to say that we need to 
consider how the code will be worded.  I am tempted to make a comment now about the EP Amendment Bill, 
but I think that if I were to go into detail about the effect on this Bill of another Bill that is before the House, I 
might be in breach of standing orders.  Suffice to say the code will need to reflect the legislative environment in 
which it will be operating.  If the code will have the status that this Bill accords it, then it cannot be in conflict 
with other legislation.  I think that is simple enough logic that we have to plot our way through.  In the event that 
the legislation is changed, then the code may well have to be changed.  However, that is the purpose of having a 
legislative code.  It is an issue on which we can give a certain degree of affirmation about robustness, but we 
cannot ever promise that future legislative changes will not have an effect.  I hope that does not frighten people, 
but I have tried to be realistic about what a legislative assurance can do, so long as there is no conflict.   
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Hon Bill Stretch:  You also need to take birds into account.  If you have remnant vegetation in the middle of a 
plantation, the birds will take out probably four times the amount of remnant vegetation.  

Hon KIM CHANCE:  I see.  The birds that are attracted to the remnant vegetation will knock out the plantation 
trees adjacent. 

Hon Bill Stretch:  Yes.  They cause a lot of tree damage.   

Hon KIM CHANCE:  I thank the member for that.  That is certainly something that the code of practice will 
need to contemplate.   

Hon Bill Stretch:  We will have to make up our mind about whether we want the code of practice to protect trees 
or protect remnant vegetation.  The code should not try to fix the two together.   

Hon KIM CHANCE:  Yes.  I think Hon Bill Stretch has illustrated why it is essential to have a stand-alone code 
of practice, because if we were to get to an issue that indicated at least a potential inconsistency between 
standing legislation and the code of practice, we would have to argue the reason for that inconsistency.  While I 
may or may not even understand what Hon Bill Stretch is saying - although I think I do - that argument will have 
to be had in the context of the code of practice.  To argue that within a code of practice is a lot easier than to 
argue that within the context of legislation that we would have to bring into the Parliament.  I think the concept 
of a code of practice is a good one.   

Hon Bill Stretch:  Yes.  You can get a commonsense code of practice, but it is very difficult to get commonsense 
in legislation.  I will leave that there!   

Hon KIM CHANCE:  I think the member did very well!   

It is not my intention to move into the committee stage now; indeed, I have given a undertaking to the House that 
we will progress other legislation after the conclusion of the second reading vote.  I thank members for their 
broad support for the legislation.  I acknowledge that this legislation is drawn largely from legislation that was 
prepared when the coalition was in government.  There have been limited changes between what was prepared at 
that stage and what we have now, so it is very much a bilateral approach.  We have all played a fairly important 
part in the construction of this legislation.  This legislation gives us the opportunity to be world leaders in this 
field, and it is legislation of which we can all be truly proud.   

Question put and passed. 

Bills read a second time. 
 


